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In 1956, I worked with a reserve fleet program that was
designed to maintain ships of the reserve fleet in a state of
supply readiness* This effort involved offloading the ships,
identifying installed components and equipment, and stowing
repair parts back on board ship in accordance with the exist-
ing allowance lists* This program was a forerunner of todays
Supply Operations Assistance Program that is now applied to
active ships during overhaul
This opportunity--to see and to attempt to correct the
complex allowance list problems—has spurred a continuing in-
terest to observe the development of the allowance list to the
Revised Individual Allowance List and then to the Coordinated
Shipboard Allowance List* The writing of this paper has
served as an opportunity to expand this interest into a study
of the various programs created completely or in part to cope
with the problems of the allowance lists as they exist today.
It is encouraging to see the coming together of the various
activities involved in the preparation and use of the allow-
ance list into what can be an optimum reference point* For,





ENVIRONMENT FOR NAVY REPAIR PARTS SUPPORT
Modern ships and their installed components have to be
responsive to an environment characterized by an increasing
requirement for speed and effective performance* This factor
has put a premium on Initial quality and range of all naval
forces and their readiness for operations. At the same time,
there is hardly anything that a piece of equipment, weapon,
or weapons system is designed to accomplish that is not poten-
tially limited to the extent that repair parts are available
to maintain it.
The technical complexity and interdependence of parts
in modern components and assemblies aboard today's ships have
made immediate availability of essential parts a necessity
for fleet readiness. These parts must be available when
required, where required, and in the quantity needed. But the
high cost of each supporting part, the frequent design changes,
and the limited storage space aboard ship make any excess sup-
ply or inventory prohibitive.
To make the Fleet efficient and effective in a rapidly
changing and complex world, the provision of repair parts must
be accomplished with speed and accuracy. With the increased

speed and maneuverability of the modern fleet and ita weapons
systems, each ship has become responsible for a wider range
of defense against attack capabilities. The likelihood of a
"one shot, one hit** type of warfare places a greater reliance
than ever on the need to be constantly prepared for any
crisis* Since a deficiency in any area could seriously Jeop-
ardize a significant element in the fleet's mission, the im-
portance of having the necessary repair parts available to
keep all systems working and effective is greatly magnified©
Navy logistics is the method by which such an envi-
ronment is provided to sustain a ship wherever necessary to
insure performance according to its designed purpose. The
logistics element plays a greater role in today's military
effort than it ever has in the past. Non-technical decisions
cannot be afforded or relied upon in operating the specialized
equipment aboard present-day ships. Yet, while timely logis-
tics support is a necessity, fleet readiness must still exist
within limited available resources and with certain restraints
imposed by space, size, and weight of the part, cruise length,
and budget. The vital need for timeliness and accuracy in
supplying repair parts necessitates analyzing the present sys-
tem against established priorities and concentrating resources
according to these priorities. In this way the greatest re-
sults may be obtained from efforts. Making the best use of
Thomas W. McKnew, nFour-Ocean Navy in the Nuclear
Age," National Geographic Magazine , Vol. 127, No. 2 (February,
1965), p. 156.

every possible resource and opportunity is the only way to
turn today* s system into one that is ready to meet the new
o
challenges of tomorrow.
One small but extremely important element of Navy lo-
gistics planning concerns the material carried on board each
individual ship. This is called the ship's allowance of ma-
terial, and its make-up, both in kind and quantity, is speci-
fied by the individual ship's allowance list. Allowance lists
represent the first echelon of supply to fleet forces and, to
a large extent, determine the duration of independent opera-
tions by a ship. It is the purpose of this paper to examine
the objectives of the allowance list in the Navy's present
system for supplying ships in commission with repair parts,
to review claims of deficiencies in allowance lists, to eval-
uate the studies currently being made to solve these problems,
and to make recommendations on the feasibility and practica-
lity of the proposed solutions.
The Growing Need for Supply Support
To understand the need for allowance lists and the
problems involved in their make-up and use, it is pertinent
first to examine briefly the history and development of the
Navy's system for supplying repair parts.
2Peter P. Drucker, Managing for Results
,
(New York:
Harper and Row, 1964), pp. ±40-141.
This paper does not include the Fleet Ballistic
Missile Weapon System Allowance List in its study.

The advancement of technology and the development of
nautical excellence In such a modern and powerful navy as the
U.S. Navy seems strange when we consider the fact that its
ships have become less and less capable of operating indepen-
dently of shore support. The great seafarers of the Fifteenth
Century in their relatively tiny, fragile and meagerly equipped
ships traveled the world over with little loss of operating
capability. As ships gained more power, speed, and size, they
became less and less capable of depending on the natural ele-
ments of their environment. The machine age introduced those
elements that could provide the characteristics most sought
after--speed (power) and size. The ships could afford the
additional burdens imposed by this new source of power since
the economic aspects were so great.
In the days of the sailing ship the vessel was provi-
sioned to allow men to exist until they could put into any
port for more rum, but with the machine age things became much
more complicated. Fuel became the item upon which the number
of days a ship was prepared to sail was based. And, of course,
directly associated with this limiting factor was the need for
repair parts. nA repair part is an integral manufactured and
replaceable part (or assembly) of a piece of machinery or
equipment, the part being furnished normally for replacing a
part worn or damaged in service. The term 'spare part 1 is
synonymous with the term 'repair part'."
^Department of the Navy, Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts Manual, Volume I ,
November 2, 1964, chapter 4, p. 3»

Ships today cannot expect to put into Just any port
for repair parts that are neededo As the machine age pro-
gressed, it became more and more necessary to project a favor-
able environment which would provide the ship with whatever
it required, when required, on a planned basis.
Machinery powered and operated ships were initially
supported according to each individual piece of machinery by
the technical bureaus (including Bureau of Ships, Bureau of
Yards and Docks, and Bureau of Ordnance) responsible for the
various equipment. Frequently the individual Judgment and
experience of the personnel using the machinery was the sole
basis for determining what repair parts would be on board.
The needed repair parts that were not stowed on board were
usually ordered directly from the manufacturer. In 1914, Pay
Director Thomas H. Hicks of the Navy's Pay Corps (which became
the Supply Corps in 1919) developed the Navy Standard Stock
Catalog, the first attempt for identifying all items of ma-
terial used by various bureaus
Even at the time of World War II little recognition
had been given to the distinction between the technical func-
tions (research and development, design, determination of
broad operating requirements, construction, inspection, and
maintenance) and supply functions (cataloging, inventory con-
trol, procurement, storage, transportation, stores accounting,
issue, and disposal) With the pressures of wartime condi-
tions, each of the technical bureaus built up some elements

of its own separate supply system. These independent systems
were all similar to the extent that repair parts were procured
with the equipments and were provided to the ships in sets,
designed to provide maintenance support for each individual
equipment. Generally they were packaged in metal boxes that
were stored as conveniently as possible to the relevant
equipment.
The disadvantages of these separated supply systems
became increasingly obvious in the experiences of World War .
5
II. The ships had to use many different procedures to ob-
tain items through the independent bureau supply systems.
The more common items, such as roller bearings, were carried
in large numbers by each one of the systems. The resultant
duplication of inventories tied up funds and, more seriously,
led to shortages of items in one system with excesses of the
same item in others. The exchange of information on the
availability of stock was almost nonexistent among the systems.
Under these independent systems of supply, technical
talent was poorly utilized. Technically qualified personnel
were spending much time not only in designing but also in the
management of supplying large quantities of small technical
items and repair parts. As technological developments in-
creased the number of parts and transactions involved, proper
5
Department of the Navy, Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts, Supply Su »'. of the Navy , NAVSANDA Publication
340, September 15, ±&5°7, pp. 17-18.
6Ibid.

attention could no longer be given to both the development
and the stock control and issue of the major end items of
equipment. Similarly lacking was the opportunity to devote
professional supply talent to the overall task of improving
actual supply-type management.
Development of the Integrated Supply System
An evaluation of the defects that developed in the
Navy*s logistic support system during and after World War II
led to the development of the "integrated" Navy Supply System,
as approved by Secretary of the Navy James Forrestal on
February 14, 1947. This system recognized the performance of
the supply functions as being essentially the same regardless
of the particular material area being considered. Therefore,
management of the supply functions was centralized under one
bureau, while technical functions remained the responsibility
of the pertinent technical bureaus.
Under the new Supply System the control of repair
parts, consumables, and small equipments were vested in
"intelligence centers" made up of inventory control points.
Each inventory control point would control one broad category
of material, such as ships parts, ordnance repair parts, elec-
tronic parts, aviation parts, or provisions of the Navy's
total inventory. The inventory control point was directed to
look to the parent technical bureau for guidance in technical
7Ibid., pp 18-22.

8matters In a particular material area and to the Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts for guidance relating to the perform-
ance of its supply management functions.
These inventory control points, or "'supply demand
control points," maintain a balance between the supply of and
the demand for items in a particular assigned material area.
Their primary objective is the control of the material and
does not include storing or physically handling the material.
The major functions of the supply demand control points in-
volve the determination of requirements, the procurement of
requirements, and the distribution of requirements to meet
p
demand. The inventory control points are also charged with
numerous other functions, including preparation of item iden-
tifications and obtaining Federal Stock Numbers for new Items
and the preparation and revision of allowance lists and load
lists for consuming ships, supply ships, and overseas bases.
They determine excess stock, authorize or direct disposal,
cannibalization, and repair action, develop standards for
preservation and packaging of material, estimate storage space
requirements, and have budgeting and financial management
responsibilities in their commodity areas. Carrying out these
varied responsibilities requires close contact with the mobile
supply support system and overseas naval bases, as well as
naval industrial activities, such as shipyards, ordnance
plants, and air stations. The overall Inventory control is
p
Department of Defense, Supply Management Reference
Book, September, 1964, p. 25.

9exercised through stock status and consumption reports re-
ceived from stock points under their cognizance*
While the supply demand control points control the
distribution of items, the actual distribution comes under a
separate operational part of the Navy Supply System involving
stock points and distribution points. The stock points re-
ceive, store, and issue items and also supply information to
the inventory control points by reports of daily transactions
or through quarterly summaries.
Changes in Shipboard Repair Parts
Inventory Control
When the integrated Supply System went into effect,
shipboard repair parts were being stocked in accordance with
the requirements of the technical bureaus. Each bureau used
a different medium for making its requirements known to the
ship. These varying documents, known as "allowance lists, 1*
contained the technical bureaus 1 best estimates of the parts
required to support a given equipment. Although the format
diff 3red for each technical bureau, generally the basic in-
formation provided was similar. Each major piece of equipment
on the ship was identified by the model number and manufac-
turer with its component parts listed and cross referenced to
detailed assembly plans. The assembly plans, describing the
equipment's physical features, were provided separately in




The allowance listn set forth the quantities of each
repair part required to perform repairs that the technical
bureaus considered within the ship's capabilities. In some
cases repair parts were considered so vital to the operation
of the ship that they were stowed aboard even if the actual
installation or repair work could not be done without the as-
sistance of a shipyard or a repair ship* Frequently an en-
gineering "safety factor" of at least one hundred per cent was
o
used to reduce the chance of running out of a technical item.
As greater quantities of more complex equipment was placed
aboard ships, the space requirements for the larger or more
numerous repair part boxes began to exceed the space available*
Much equipment, especially electronic equipment, used iden-
tical parts and created as a result duplication of inventories.
Moreover, the use of the manufacturers part number for iden-
tification often restricted the amount of information avail-
able to determine interchangeability.
The World Yfar II allowance list was a technical docu-
ment assembled on an equipment basis according to the vessel
class or type. This consolidated or "type C" allowance list
was prepared by a designated shipyard for a particular vessel
class and assigned to each ship in that class regardless of
the variations in the make, model, or kind of equipment
actually aboard the individual ship. As a result many items
QDepartment of the Navy, Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts, Supply Support of the Navy , NAVSANDA Publication
540, September 15, 1957, p. 29.
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included in the allowance list did not pertain to the equip-
ment installed on a particular ship. There were also equip-
ments on board that were not covered by the allowance list*
As equipment and installed components were replaced and
removed, repair parts not pertaining to the new equipment
remained aboard the ship. Following World War II when more
than a thousand ships were inactivated to Reserve Fleets,
complete offloading and screening of all repair parts aboard
in conjunction with actual onboard equipment made it possi-
ble to gain new insight into the need for correcting these
deficiencies.
Even after the improved identification system was
introduced--the assignment of Standard Navy Stock Numbers to
all repair part items--there was still very little reduction
in the duplication of items aboard ship. Repair part boxes
continued to be packed for a specific equipment, rather than
for a specific ship. If the ship had a multiple installation
of identical equipment it would receive one repair parts set
for each unit. In addition, each ship continued to maintain
several repair parts systems coinciding with the shore estab-
lishment organization. With repair parts under the custody
of the division or department responsible for maintenance of
the associated equipment, the department would decide the





To eliminate or reduce these areas of duplication,
several approaches were initiated. Under the heading of
Revised Individual Allowance List, a new allowance list was
made up for each individual ship rather than for each ship
type. Under the revised list no repair parts were included
that did not meet the needs of the particular equipment aboard
a specific ship.
Perhaps the most significant development at this time
was the discarding of the repair part boxes in favor of cen-
tralized bin or drawer storage. The requirements determina-
tion base shifted from the individual unit to a grouping of
like equipments* The Electronics Supply System, with its need
for great duplication of items, its limited space, and its
high cost, contributed to the origin of this development. The
central storage of the common items gradually led to the con-
solidated bin storage of all repair parts in the ship. This
was an outstanding means of improving availability, saving
weight and space, simplifying inventory control procedures,
and at the same time providing the ship with a better overall
factor of safety in "insurance** items.
The Bureau of Ships, in conjunction with the Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts and the various Supply Demand Control
Points, initiated a program in the latter part of 1954 to de-
termine if a new method of preparing allowance lists could be




equipment* This program resulted in the development of the
Shipboard Allowance List (SAL), a completely mechanized docu-
ment • The Shipboard Allowance List was essentially a Revised
Individual Allowance List in a new format. The SAL covered
the same general areas of hull, mechanical and electrical com-
ponents, repair parts, equipage and consumable supplies that
a Revised Individual Allowance List covered.
Under the Shipboard Allowance List all printed data was
punched into electronic accounting machine cards, transferred
to magnetic tape, and then processed automatically through a
high-speed electronic data processing machine or computer.
One of the most important benefits to be derived from this new
mechanized allowance list was that for the first time repair
parts, on a total shipboard basis, could be scientifically re-
duced by applying one of twenty-five reduction formulas to each
part based on the technical requirements for that part. Thus,
the interchangeability of parts could be determined automati-
cally through the computer. When the ship's equipment list
contained multiple units of the same equipment, the allowance
of repair parts was reduced by providing a complete set of re-
pair parts for the initial unit only and providing other com-
plete sets for only a portion of the additional units. The
assignment of these parts was based on the importance of the
unit to the operability of the ship and the probability of more
than one unit being disabled simultaneously
o
"^Department of the Navy, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
Material Management Branch, "The Computation of Onboard Repair
Parts Under the Mechanized Shipboard Allowance List Program, 11
unpublished report, 1960, pp. 2-3o
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Yet, in spite of the efforts during the ten-year period
following the inception of the integrated supply system, dupli-
cation still existed in the shipboard repair parts organization
effort. In recognition of the continuing need for coordination,
the Coordinated Shipboard Allowance List (COSAL) Program was
established in December, 1956. The primary objectives of this
program included:
1« Development of standard allowance list format. The
various allowance list sections were to be published
in standard format in order to increase their univer-
sal understandability and to allow their preparation
and maintenance by mechanized processes.
2. Centralized storage of shipboard allowance list
materials. All repair parts carried on each ship
were now to be stowed in bins.
3. Consolidation of requirements. This consolidation
of requirements of the various repair parts systems
on board ship required the transfer of the allowance
list publication from the technical bureaus to the
Supply Demand Control Points, but left the determina-
12
tion of the requirements with the technical bureau.
Because the effectiveness of the shipboard allowance
list so basically influences the combat readiness of the ship,
it has been a subject of great importance to the Navy in recent
12
Department of the Navy, Office of the Chief of Naval
Operations, OPNAV Instruction 4441.4, December 20, 1956©
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years. Applying scientific techniques to inventory control
policy has gained wide attention, and research has been aimed
at developing better stock level policies, thereby increasing
the supply endurance of combatant ships. It was toward the
accomplishment of this goal that the Coordinated Shipboard
Allowance List Program was established.
The COSAL continues to serve today as the basic stock-
ing authority at shipboard level, as the technical and supply
document for inventory management afloat, and as a means for
measuring a ship's supply readiness. Although the COSAL re-
presents progress over earlier allowance lists, it is con-
stantly undergoing changes to meet new requirements and to
overcome certain deficiencies. To understand these needs and
the attempts to meet them, it is necessary to examine the form







Development of the COSAL
Under combat conditions the material carried by an
individual ship may be its only assured source of supply*
This vital first echelon of supply without augmentation from
external sources is therefore a determining factor in the
13duration of a ship f s independent operations Thus, the
prime purpose for establishing the Coordinated Shipboard Al-
lowance List Program in 1956 was to enhance this self-support-
ing capability of the Navy ! s operating forces
In the overall plan to improve the material readiness
of the fleet, the COSAL Program provided for a coordinated
program of bin-drawer stowage, supply availabilities, and uni-
form, improved allowance lists To the Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts were assigned the following responsibilities:
1* Coordinate the efforts of allowance preparing
activities©
i3Dcpartment of the Navy, Office of the Chief of Naval




2. Coordinate with the technical bureaus the standardi-
zation of format and improvement of the content of
shipboard allowance lists,
3. Develop uniform procedures for collection and
analysis of usage data.
4. Develop balanced support for various material
categories,
5. Develop depth formulas for use when items have
multiple application to various COSAL segments*
In assuming these responsibilities one of the first
steps taken by the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts was the
development of an allowance list applicable to each individual
ship yet standardized in format and content, A standard for-
mat was considered desirable to allow the preparation and
maintenance of allowance lists by mechanized processes and to
permit the mechanization of related records and reports. The
resultant format of the COSAL was developed by the Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts with the cooperation of the allowance
preparing activities and the technical bureaus. The COSAL
serves both as a technical document in that it describes and
establishes mandatory quantities of onboard equipments, com-
ponents, equipage, and supporting repair parts, and as a
Department of the Navy, Bureau of Supplies and




supply document in that It provides the basis for shipboard
inventory management
The COSAL combines Into one document the shipboard
allowance for all Installed and portable equipment, equipage,
and directly supporting material. Excluded from the material
in the Coordinated Shipboard Allowance List Program are ship's
store stocks, resale clothing, bulk fuels, subsistence items,
and expendable ordnance and repair parts for aircraft. Al-
lowance requirements for nuclear weapons, guided missiles,
and certain Fleet Ballistic Missile equipments are included
In special supplements to the COSAL,
Ships are ordinarily required to carry a full allow-
ance of the material authorized by the COSAL, They are not,
however, permitted to exceed this allowance without the speci-
fic approval of the type commander or the pertinent technical
bureau. The quantifies allowed are calculated to provide
each ship with the maximum amount of built-in endurance with
consideration given to space, weight, and cost factors.
The various material category segments of the COSAL
are published by the responsible supply demand control points
under the joint direction of the cognizant technical bureau
and the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, The responsible
supply demand control points are identified by cognizance
15
Department of the Navy, 3USANDA, Bureau of Supplies





Supply demand control points (SDCP)
Navy Ships Parts Control Center (S?CC)
Navy Electronics Supply Office (ESQ)
Navy Aviation Supply Office (ASO)
Navy Yards and Docks Supply Office





















The allowance list segment for nuclear weapons material is
prepared by the Ordnance Supply Office but is not identified
by a cognizance symbol. After July 1, 1965, it is planned
that the Ordnance Supply Office's inventory management respon-
sibilities will be assumed by the Electronic Supply Office
and Ships Parts Control Center.
The purpose for assigning these alphabetical symbols
to certain categories of material was to provide a means for
eliminating unnecessary duplications of parts, for identifying
each item to its cognizant supply demand control point, and





allowed items for a given cognizance of material appear in
only one segment of the listo For example, all cognizance
symbol ^N" allowed items appear only in the electronics seg-
ment, although the requirement for an item may originate from
an equipment in the ordnance segment, or in the hull, mechani-
cal, and electrical segment* This process, which was first
achieved with the SAL, permits the consolidation and reduction
of allowance quantities of repair parts by electronic data
processing machines in accordance with established mathemati-
cal techniques. It, in turn, leads to improving the endurance
capability of the ship and to reducing the total allowance
quantities of repair parts aboard.
Form and Content of the COSAL





Part II Allowance Parts List
Part III Stock Number Sequence List
The Introduction to the COSAL contains general instruc-
tions for its use and maintenance and specific instructions
and information peculiar to the material category segment
covered. It is divided into chapters developed by the Bureau
of Supplies and Accounts and by the various preparing activi-
ties: Ships Parts Control Center, Electronics Supply Office,

21
Ordnance Supply Office, and Aviation Supply Office.*1-'7
Part I of the COSAL is the Equipment Index which briefly
lists and describes the kinds and quantities of equipment, com-
ponents, and equipage authorized to be aboard a specific ship©
Items are listed in three sections of the Index. Section A
lists material alphabetically by the name of the item. Section
B lists the same items but in alphabetical sequence by the
service application or function of the component or equipage.
A third section summarizes current listings of allowance
parts. 18
Part II constitutes the technical section of the COSAL.
An Allowance Parts List (APL) is provided for each equipment
or equipage category listed in the COSAL Index. APLs are of
two general types: Equipment ApLs and Equipage Category
Numbered APLs.
Equipment APLs are technical documents which describe
an equipment or component and list both the required onboard
repair parts and all other parts available in the supply
system for support of the equipment. Equipment ApLs are
intended to enable a ship or other activity to identify repair
parts to a Federal Stock Number for requisitioning purposes.
17
Department of the Navy, Coordinated Shipboard Allow-
ance List: Introduction
, July 1, 1962, p. 1.
g
19
Department of the Navy, Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts, BUSANDA Instruction 441. 2B, April 25, 1963, p. 2.
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Equipage Category Numbered APLs are similar in format
to the Equipment APT. but differ in purpose • The Equipage
Category Numbered A?L specifies the ship's actual allowance
20
or requirements for shipboard equipage o It is also used to
list miscellaneous material requirements for mechanical and
electrical sys terns . Normally, items on Equipage Category Num-
bered APLs are carried In operating spaces aboard ship rather
than in the storerooms, although in certain instances store-
room requirements are designated. Equipage Category Numbered
APLs are coded to Indicate operating space requirements as
distinguished from storeroom items.
In distinguishing between allowed onboard items and
other -terns carried elsewhere in the supply system to support
the equipment or component, the allowance preparing activities
developing the APLs make use of the following codes:
1. Source Code 3 are codes which indicate the source for
an item required for the maintenance, repair, or
overhaul of an equipment. Specifically, these codes
indicate whether the part is to be procured and
carried in the supply system; not to be carried in
the supply system but to be procured on demand; to be
manufactured; to be obtained from salvage; to be as-
sembled using component parts; not to be replaced due





damage of part indicates a requirement for complete
overhaul or serappi of the assembly or equipment*
2* Maintenance Gouo: reflect the lowest maintenance
echelon capable of installing an item in an equipment
or of manufacturing, assembling, or testing an item
prior to installation, that is, an overhaul activity,
tender or repair ship, assigned vessel or squadron,
or specialized repair facilities
3* Recoverability Codes reflect the recoverability
characteristics of items removed from equipments at
time of maintenance, repair, or overhaul* Such items




These Source, Maintenance, and Recoverability Codes guide the
consumer activity or the ship in its replenishment, repair,
maintenance, and material disposition actions*
The Stock Number Sequence List, Part III of the COSAL,
22is the supply management section of the allowance list*
Since it is the basis for supply actions, items in the Stock
Number Sequence List are identified by the current Federal
Stock Number or other identifying number from the APLo The
first section deals with the authorized storeroom allowance
quantities of repair parts and materials required to be aboard
21
Department of the Navy, CC "*.-: Introduction , July 1,
- Q„ r / "— "
•*. •- ^>C -t LJ' ^j <j ._•""«& i.u>U <j"~(*
22
Ibid., pp* 1-1, 2-11.
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to support the equipment listed in Part I. Each line item
specifies the stock number, the nomenclature, unit of issue
and allowed quantity of the repair part, and the equipment
supported* The second section is a consolidated list of oper-
ating space items derived from the Equipage Category Number
A?L. This second section serves a3 a guide in assisting ships 1
personnel in determining overall operating space requirements
•
Specific allowances for each operating space are determined
from the individual A?Lo
The Stock Number Sequence Lists of mechanized allow-
ance lists provided excellent tools for setting up inventory
control procedures to use drawer-bin stowage facilities, as
directed by the Chief of Naval Operations under the COSAL
Program. Although the COSAL did not eliminate "caches" of
repair parts in operating spaces for emergency use, it did
23
require that stock record cards show all stowage locations.
Primarily the drawer-bin stowage with central location was
recommended wherever practicable for the consolidated allow-
ance requirements for an item of a givei* material cognizance
o
Bin-loading and bin-drawer stowage led to improved material
readiness by providing effective use of stowage space, by
allowing ready accessibility to material, and by permitting
simplified inventory control.
Department of the Navy, 3 u of Ship3, BUSHIPS
itruction 4441»65, December 4, 1957, Enclosure 1, p. 2
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Criteria fo r? Authorized Quantities of
Iter.:, v/itnin tne CQSAL
After a stan< i format was established for the COSAL,
certain criteria had to be set up for use in deciding the
quantities of items to be authorized in the shipboard allow-
ance • The Allowance list can be effective only if it reflects
fleet experience in the use of repair parts. Toward the ac-
complishment of this goal of an effective allowance list, the
Chief of Naval Operations provided certain definite criteria
for use in deciding the range (variety of items) and depth
24(quantity of an individual item) of a ship's allowance.
These criteria included the following requirements:
lo Material must be limited to items necessary to maintain
essential equipment operable.
2. Allowed items must be within the capability of the
ship's force to install or maintain*
3« Weight and cube of items must be considered in view
of the ship's weight and space limitations*
4. Every contingent requirement cannot be met; therefore.
"need" rather than "desire" must be the deciding
factor.
5. Range must take precedence over depth.
6. Allowance listc will support wartime needs.
24
Department of the Navy., Bu: sau of Supplies and
Accounts, Fleet Operatic";: Conventional Allowance




Recent instructions provide for an effectiveness (fill-
ing of all shipboard demands) of 90 per cent for a period of
2590 days for demand based items • These demand items have a
predicted usage of at least one unit in 90 days for all in-
stallations aboard. Whenever possible, the usage predictions
are based on combat consumption rates* Those items that do
not have a predicted usage of one in 90 days are considered
insurance items. The occasional intermittent demands for these
items do not warrant classification as regular stock; however,
prudence requires that a nominal quantity for some of these
items be stocked because of their essentiality coupled with
the long lead time required for their purchase. The stock of
insurance items is kept to a minimum depth and includes only
those considered vital to the primary mission of the ship or
to the safety or welfare of the ship's personnel. Even vital
items are not to be stocked unless there has been an experi-
enced replacement need for the item in the previous two years.
The current endurance figure of 90 days is based upon
the fact that air resupply capability from the continental
United States is available along with underway replenishment
capability provided by underway replenishment ships Air re-
supply for critical and urgent requirements can be effected
from the continental United States by transferring the needed
item to a Carrier Onboard Delivery (COD) aircraft for delivery
Depi b of the Navy, Office of the Chief of Naval
Operations, OPNAV Instruction 4441.12, August 27, 1964,




to an aircraft carrier and further transferred, as necessary,
to the requiring ship by heliocopter.
Applying the established criteria for determining a
ship's allowance is not a simple or routine calculation. Since
most of the Navy's ships are multi-mission weapon systems (for
example, a destroyer has an anti-air warfare mission, anti-
submarine warfare mission, electronic countermeasure mission,
shore fire support mission, and surface and air search missions,
as well as others), structuring the equipments in support of
these missions is a complicated task. Calculation of the ef-
fect of equipment failures on the degradation of the ship's
capability to carry out its various missions is complicated
further if usage data is distorted by the possibility of impro-
vising, borrowings or "cannibalizing"1 less important equipments
26for the repair parts needed to repair more essential equipment.
Several projects have been inaugurated in this area
with the objective of establishing a basis for evaluating the
relative military importance of a ship's equipments, components,
27
and repair parts. The specific purpose was to determine the
military importance of equipments, components, and parts by
relating their function to the accomplishment of assigned mis-
sions. This led to the development of military essentiality
26Department of Defense, Supply Management Reference
Book, September, 1964, p, 140,
27
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codes, a numerical coda reflecting the relationship of func-
tion to mission and offering the first realistic means of
measuring Fleet material readiness. When the Chief of Naval
Operations conducted trial programs using military essential-
ity codes with selected voscols of the Atlantic Fleet in 1961
and 1962, the experience showed that the program should bo
.ended Fleet-wide. Efforts to include the codes in all
COSALs became a formidable task, however, when it became ap-
parent that Fleet personnel could not agree on the essential-
ity of a particular component or part to a specific mission.
Moreover, much time and effort was required to develop and
apply military essentiality codes to all standard Navy Stock
List items.
To varying degrees, depending on the hull type and
design of the ship, space can be another complicating factor.
On a submarine the storage space may be critical, whereas in
large hulls it may be a relatively insignificant factor if the
load is kept within reasonable bounds. In any case, however,
there has to be some limit or constraint on the storage volume
which repair parts can consume. It may be stated in explicit
'Germs of cubic feet or exist in only a vague, undefined
assumption.
In addition to the space constraint, the cost factor
makes developing a ship T s allowance especially difficult.
Expensive parts can not be prescribed in the depth that inex-
pensive items are. There are no clearly defined rules, but
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do maintained within the al-
Dwance budget. The active fleet carries a shipboard Inventory
valued at approximately £150,000,000© Such an investment
must, of necessity, be based on the most careful calculations©
Nor can deficiencies of vital items be permitted because avail-
able funds are tied up by high-cost, low-demand items.
Efforts to Kee^o the COSAL Responsive
iGo Cnanges
Besides reflecting past experience and usage, an effec-
tive allowance list must be responsive to changes in shipboard
equipments and changes in demand. Existing instructions pro-
vide that recommendations for changes in allowance quantities
be directed by individual ships to the appropriate technical
bureaus and allowance preparing activities via the type com-
mander. Nevertheless, individual changes are frequently slow
or completely lacking between overhauls. The COSAL is, how-
ever, subjected to a comprehensive maintenance revision at the
29time of each regularly scheduled overhaul.
During a typical supply overhaul, a ship^ Allowance
List Equipment Index is revised in a thorough and efficient
manner to reflect current equipment installations© The ship r s
- entory of repair parts is taken from the ship to a warehouse
where it is identified, counted, repackaged and represerved
23
D " rtment of Defense, Sun-ply Management Reference
29
Department of the Navy, Bureau of Ships, BUSHIPS
Instruction 4441. 72A, August 15, 1960, p» 3
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with the physical inventory sount recorded on electronic ac-
counting machine cards. The physical inventory is compared
to the allowance list by computer; shortages and excesses are
computed; and requisitions, invoices, and updated stock record
cards are provided as an output of the computer* On the basis
of the information gained, material shortages are provided;
excess material is offloaded; and the adjusted stocks of ma-
terial are res towed aboard the ship<> Upon completion of the
supply overhaul, the ship's allowance list and corresponding
stock should represent accurately the range and depth of items
required to support the ship's new equipment configuration.
This procedure has been developed by the Navy's Supply
Assistance Program in an effort to improve the technical sup-
50ply readiness of U.S. Navy ships* The need for such a pro-
gram was generated by the increasing complexity of propulsion,
missile and electronics systems in ships, requiring an increas*
ing range of repair part support <> For example, a guided mis-
sile destroyer may stock 25,000 different repair parts.
The Supply Operations Assistance Program is designed
to guide and assist the ship's force in accomplishing the
overhaul objectives to assure maximum repair part supply readi-
ness upon rejoining the fleet. Approximately 500 ships, or a
third of the active fleet, are overhauled under Supply Opera-
tions Assistance Programs annually,, A total of about
Department of Defen )ply Manager
Book, September, 1S54, pp. 146-1-19,,
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0,000,000 of inventory Is identified, counted, repackaged
and preserved as necessary, and restored to use. Approximately
i 10,000,000 of inventory each year is found in excess to the
needs of the ships carrying it; under this program exec in-
ventory is redistributed to other ships or returned to tho
supply system. The use of computers in Supply Operations As-
sistance Programs with automatically prepunched requisitions,
invoices, and ship stock record cards saves thousands of man-
hours of labor formerly required for manual preparation of
these documents in the task of updating the ship's COSAL.
The procedures set up by Supply Operations Assistance Programs
have made a major contribution in eliminating excessive depth
in unbalanced supplies and in permitting adjustment and flexi-
bility within the C0SAL to meet varied support concepts.
Deficiencies within the COSAL
The Coordinated Shipboard Allowance List answers the
need for a standard, uniform document and represents signifi-
cant progress over its predecessors. The objectives of the
COSAL are based upon sound principles, and it will continue to
be, at least in the near future, the basic stocking authority
for shipboard inventories of repair parts. Since its initial
development in 1957, emphasis has been exertec toward making
it a completely responsive and effective allowance list. Con-
achievements t rd this goal have been realized,




There are current and wide-spread complaints in both
the Atlantic and Pacific Fleets that major shortages of repair
parts exist aboard the ships. If the Chief of Naval Opera-
tions' directive., require that ships carry allowed materials
on board, how and why do these shortages exist?
The possible answers or reasons for these deficiencies
are numerous « New equipments require new supporting parts,
and the COSAL may not be kept up to date as it should be. The
validation by ships of equipments to allowance lists is often
inaccurate and late. The communication among the Fleet units,
the bureaus, and supply demand control points is often weak
and ineffective. The Supply Operations Assistance Program
data accumulated during supply overhaul is not always utilized;
nor is the Supply Demand Control Point data that is passed to
Supply Operation Assistance Program teams always complete or
on time. Funding may be inadequate to cover all allowance de-
ficiencies. The support provided by allowance lists varies:
some are based on wartime usage J others are very problematical*
There is still no uniform program for the collection of usage
data. Many of the data elements required to assure that ships
are endurance loaded with balanced support are either not
available or not used. COSALs fail to indicate for each ship-
board equipment and allowed items their relative military
worth* Nor is there at the present time a precise means of
.
determining a ship's military readiness.
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On the other hand, while many ships are reporting al-
lowance deficiencies, excesses exist aboard others. Obviously
'crue requirements based upon experience are not being re-
flected in the present allowance lists. The problem has be-
come further complicated by the increase of modern , complex
ships and equipments in recent years. To support fully th«
total fleet of approximately 800 ships, allowance lists contain
about 1.5 million different items. Keeping these allowance
lii s continually current and effective is a tremendous under-
taking© Only through the implementation of an improved data
collection, analysis, and reporting system can the tools be
provided for a more precise method of computing effective al-
lowance lists. Current programs are seeking to provide these
tools that will make this first echelon of supply capable of
supporting a ship under any circumstances*

CHAPTER III
CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS TOWARD IMPROVING
ALLOWANCE LISTS DECISIONS
In its effort to produce a continually effective and
responsive allowance list, the Navy has recognized the neces-
sity for improved techniques for making allowance decisions if
it is to maintain a Fleet ready to perform its basic missions*
The criteria and policies which determine the construction of
shipboard allowance lists have an extensive influence on many
other actions of the supply system at the shipboard, fleet
commander, stock point, inventory control point, and managerial
and technical bureau level. Allowance decisions have a direct
or indirect impact on many functions, such as: provisioning,
procurement, budgeting, transportation, fleet funding, invest-
ment levels, shipboard storage and record keeping. The deci-
sions that govern the construction of the shipboard allowance
lists also govern the volume and composition of the materials
in the mobile logistic support forces (tender, repair and
supply ships) and in the supply system stocks ashore, and to





Criticisms of the P^^. ; Allowcr.se Requirements
Theoretically if a ship carries its full requirements
as authorized in the COSAL, it should be sufficiently equipped
to perform its combat mission for a stated length of time
without external supply support. In practice this could not
bo true* There are no precise Navy-wide standards or indices
for measuring Fleet material readiness* Various audit tests,
reviews, and evaluations in this area have revealed that in-
52
ventory deficiencies alone do not offer such a measure.
aboard ships where requisitions for ships parts requirements
had been outstanding for periods from 100 to 450 days, there
m:3 little or no evidence that material delivery delays inter-
fered with the capability of the vessel to perform its mission.
A major reason that the ships 1 capabilities were not being im-
pared, however, was that shipboard personnel frequently impro-
vised or borrowed parts from other equipment to substitute
for deficient items. Audit reports have also revealed that
in fiscal "ear 1963 ships undergoing Supply Operations Assist-
ance Program inventory reviews were able to fill only about
50 per cent of their ships parts deficiencies, sometimes from
the inability of the supply system to furnish the needed items
bu'c primarily because of shortages of operating funds . ^
Moreover, the Ships Parts Control Center does not have infor-
"- ships parts deficiencies on active Fleet vessel. .
° Auditor C moral of the -









Although the information bee. ea available to type Commands-
e
at a Supply Operations Assistance Program, it does not remain
current or accurate because ships do not report stock status
data a 2\Tor is such information ever available on all ships at
any one given time.
Studies of technical secondary items and repair parts
indicate that demands are concentrated in a relatively fe\:
items s and that the bulk of the items carried in shipboar-
inventory are used rarely or not at all* A study of cruiser..
and destroyers in the Atlantic Fleet demonstrated that 85% of
the items carried v/ere not used even once in an overhaul-to-
overhaul period, and that only 4$ of the total items were
used as often as once a year* - For a given ship, about 70 to
90^ of the parts that are demanded at all will be used in
quantities of only one or two each. The bulk of the total
demands are concentrated in the relatively few high-volume
items* These high-demand items include such things as oil
seals, vacuum tubes, valves, turbine blades, batteries, tires,
spark plugs, gaskets, fanbelts, lamps, and indicators* The
usage of such readily identified items can be predicted with
reasonable assurance, but predicting the quantity to be used
is a more difficult task. Even the most used technical items
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and other problems • Obviously most shortages found In allow-
ance deficiencies Involve the fast-moving items, whereas a
considerable amount of the excess inventory includes the slow-
moving ones.
This vital decision on the quantities needed of hundreds
of thousands of items greatly influences distribution of each
item, that is, whether the item is to be included in the ship's
allowance list and carried aboard or if it is to be carried in
the wholesale supply system only. If the items are stocked in
'
llted depth at one or two points in the supply system, the
total all-time buy will tend to be in quantities of two or
five. If such items are carried at each place they i
__^
be used,
the total all-time buy may be 50 or more. Distribution influ-
ences the all-time buy (and the all-time disposal loss) by ^
factor of 10 or 20 to one. From a supply viewpoint, it is
doubtful that the widespread stockage of slow movers produces
improvements that are worth the great cost--especially when
it Is considered that the resources thus applied are not
available for high-priority items. It is probable that the
provision of rapid resupply on a regular basis would achieve
better support than could be accomplished through wide range
35
and depth of slow-movir ;j items carried on the ship.
This leads to consideration of another factor affecting
quantities of "--cms to be carried aboard ship: tht amount of




but not carried aboard. Because of the uncertainties inherent
in these frequently length; - , periods, safety levels may
'ten be pieced higher than ordinarily necessary. If the ship
must ions r res-apply times in terms of weeks or months, it
\ ill seek safety through maintaining a wide range of inventory.
If resupply took only hours or days, the need for widespread
ockage of the slow-moving or low-demand items could be
. inimi sedo
'.'- tors C ontributin g to Errors in the
Allowance .. - -..r-ements
A recent analysis of parts usage for a particular class
of items on a destroyer revealed the following information:
Items Items
used ot used Total
Items in COSAL 57 64 121
Items not in COSAL 64
Total 121
The double occurence of the number 64 was a coincidence, but
the analysis is especially interesting in that just as many
deficiencies in inventory exist as excesses* Hoy/ and why can
such deficiencies and excesses exist in a program as supposedly
v/ell planned as the COSAL?
As presently formulated, allor/ance lists are the results
of thousands of judgments, made by hundreds of individuals.
eld in making these decisions, the Navy now has numeroi





the need fop repair parts and the allocation of supplies
afloato Large amounts of uncoordinated data clog the system
with item codings, reports, symbols, control patterns, and
bit: of information of all types that vary from place to place
and by class of material. As a result, basic information con-
cerning the usage or the demand items may fail to get through
or may be incomplete or inaccurate
Added to this complex confusion of reports is the lack
overall direction of inventory-control functions o Basic
supply functions such as demand forecasting, requirements de-
termination, record-keeping and distribution control are dis-
persed for given groups of items. Problems also arise in
allowance decisions in the separation of supply functions from
technical logistical functions, such as engineering, design
>
and maintenance. The technical complexity of the more advanced
shipboard installations and systems today ha3 served *co magnify
even further the need for improved decision making processes*
Standard Navy Maintenance and Material
^anagciisnt Project
Various techniques and procedures have been devised to
assist in the intelligent management of supply support, but
the most widespread and fai caching attempt to date is the
Standard Navy Maintenance and Material Management Project
.rmally activated by the Chief of Naval Operations in January
1963. The overall goal of the Maintenance and Material Manage-
ment Program (MM' is to improve the measurable state of
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material readiness of the Navy's operating forces through,
better management of the maintenance and material resources*
This Maintenance and Material Management project is
working toward the time-phased implementation of a standard
planned maintenance management system throughout the Navy and
a related maintenance data collection system in support of
maintenance and material management. These two objective-
have been separated into Program Milestone Plans A and 3 which
w-r-a to be developed and carried out simultaneously*
Milestone Plan A of the Maintenance and Material Man-
agement Program directs its efforts toward a fleetwide exten-
sion of a planned maintenance system with emphasis placed on
the maximum practical maintenance at the lowest echelon (the
57
ship)* A series of milestones must be accomplished to imple-
ment such a system. These major efforts must include initially
the development of preventive maintenance documentation and
the development of uniform standards of maintenance planning,
control and recording* When completed, all the preventive
maintenance documents for a ship will provide the basis for
the installation of a standard shipboard maintenance management
system. Finally, a system must be developed to control this
57
Department of the Navy, Office of the Chief of Naval




standards The control system development consists of the
following steps
:
1« Revising new equipment or new system procurement





2a Including the evaluation of equipment maintenance
requirements during fleet evaluation*
3a Installing a standard maintenance management system
in new ship construction*
Controlling the sventive maintenance documentation
38throughout the operating forces a
Under Program Milestone Plan B the basic aim in the
establishment of a maintenance data collection system is to
provide required information and statistics as a basis upon
-ich maintenance managers can effectively and efficiently
manage the Navy's maintenance and material resources* The
Maintenance Data Collection System is designed to provide a
uniform system for information collection* a central point for
processing the collected data, and a dissemination procedure
"co satisfy the needs of both the technical bureaus and the
operating forcesa The eventual Data Collection System should
reflect the detailed study of existing data collection systems
with the resultant elimination of redundant and unnecessary
-----
- =
Department of the Navy, Office of the Chief of Naval
tions, Navy Mairitenar.ee and Material Management i.ar.r
October 1964, p« !•

reporting and the consolidation of the best technique ^ into a
single data collection and automated data processing system.
It should contain the best balance of management versus
technical e :a requirements*
The development effort of the Maintenance and Material
Management Program has included the establishment of test in-
stallations of the maintenance control concept and date collec-
tion system at a Naval air station end aboard two aircraft
sarrier- end two destroyer e^neere* These limited tests
have proven the feasibility of the program, and the present
plans call for implementation of the Data Collection System in
all surface force activities by January 1966 d
In support of the Standard Navy Maintenance and Material
Management Program, automatic data processing installations
will be greatly expanded in the fleet during the next year to
increase the number of ships operating under mechanized inven-
tory management systems. With an established base for the
recording, accumulation, and processing of the data received
from the shipboard level, the data can be utilized to adjust
and revise:
1. Configura-cive data, indicating the numbers and types
of systems and equipments installed in specific ships
for use in computing allowances %
40
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2. Source, Maintenance, and Eecoverability coding of
repair parts and assemblies in support of designed
. .sintenance policies; and
3, Replacement factors of repair parts and assemblies
in support of maintenance policies established for
echelons of maintenance to determine requirements at
time of provisioning for allowances, mobile logistic
support force loads , and system stock and for replenish-
41
ment procurements*,
The data produced by the Standard Navy Maintenance and Material
Management Program will be validated against the data contained
in the files at the inventory control points, compared with
system issue data, and included in the files as updating infor-
mation wherever appropriate* Eventually the maintenance data
collection and analysis program is intended to provide data
taking and reporting from all ships. If it is not possible to
install a data processing unit on destroyers or smaller ships,
key punch equipment will be provided, and there will be data
processing installations in closely related command organisa-
tions at flotilla level* 42
By January 1966, the Navy Maintenance and Material
Management Project Group plans to achieve an improved measur-
able stst of Fleet material readiness with a significant
41
.
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.crease in the efficient rru ment of maintenance and mate-
rial resourceso With the proper data base and the capability
to handle it, supply support for the planned maintenance ac-
tions v/ould be based en a schedule rather than simply on a
demand history* For the afloat supply needs that still must
be handled by a more general calculation, it should be possible
to produce reliable usage data to make procurement and stockage
calculations more accurate* Toohnieol nee 3 for maintainabil-
ity'could be served, arid man-hours of technical effort per
weapon system or equipment for technical analysis and personnel
all- bion could be indicated© Moreover, under this program
as planned, it should be possible to use the system for ovalu-
ating the items that are put aboard ship in term3 of their
military essentiality©
Although the Maintenance and Material rnVnagoment l?rojoet
is probably the most comprehensive program relating to material
readiness under development at the present date P its complete
implementation is still in the future 9 At the same time of its
development there are many ether techniques and procedures being
developed toward improving fleet readinesso Some of these pro-
jects have been initiated as a part of the overall Maintenance
and Material '.. aagement study, while others are separate pro-
grams that may or may not be incorporated later into the
prog
40
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In amplification of the Maintenance and . irial Manage-
ment i" :>j© c . the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts was requested
to assume the following responsibilities J
1. Take the lead in developing uniform supply systems
responsive to maintenance and material supply manage-
nt needs of the various command levels of the
operating forces,
2* Study and design an integrated ::.aintenance, supply, and
accounting data processing system for shipboard appli-
cation*
5* Study and develop Navy Supply System techniques and
procedures for improving the utilization by Inventory
Control Point and Fleet Material Support Office of
reliability, parts replacement, and other information
generated by the data collection system*




In response to the assign:.-oa->: of these responsibilities,
the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts has made considerable pro-
gress in studying, developing, and testing supply support pro-
cedures that would be responsive to planned maintenance needs.
Uniform automatic data processing systems have been developed
for supply functions with data processing installations installed
Office of Chief of rTaval
ief of ] . cis " :• 1 : 9P43 (Sub -
>ly Mai ..... and a -a Support
ard Xav; ntenance and Material nagement
, August 12, 1963, pp 2-4»
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and tasted afloat* Systems and procedures are being estab-
lished to enable the Fleet Material Support Office and the
Inventory Control Points to evaluate the information collected
by the Maintenance Data Collection System.
As a part of the development and service test pi . of
the study to insure uniform supply procedures, the Bureau of
SuppliSw and Accounts has been conducting tests of a concept
involving the use of a Material Requirements Usage List. This
i
list was devised to serve four oasic purposes?
1* It will record an advance planning estimate of
material requirements for a specific work request*
2. It will provide the repair department with the latest
stock status information on the advance material
requirements
•
5* It will serve as authorization for maintenance person-
nel to draw material from the supply department,
4. It will be utilized to collect timely usage and cost
data* 45
Tests of the Material Requirements Usage List concept aboard
the USS SIERRA (AD-18) and the USS PIEDMONT (AD-17) and
DESRONS 7 , 21, and 52 have now been completed and are presently
being evaluated for necessary modifica _on and inclusion in the
uniform supply system being developed for the forces afloat.
Departr Hit of th vy iu of Supplies and Accounts,
:f S; s, and • :>n rol Center, v'Cc s on
The Audit Report No. IA16-63 and Action Taken and Planned in
Relation to 3 Audit Findings,** June 25, 1964, pp. 26-27,
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Use- of Reel c cedent Fsctors
_...plamentation of Uniform Automatic Data ?rocee__.-w for
Inventory Control Points under the Bureau of Supplies and Ac-
eci: direct; ~;.c" udes programs aimed at standardizing and
- list decisions. In these efforts Uniform
Auto tic Data Processing for Inventory Control Points has em-
ployed ahe Experience Demand Replacement Factors and th., ".lean
Family Replacement Factors.
The Experienced Demand Replacement Festers concept uses
accamal^ted data involving demand and population (total appli-
cation for all components) of an item as a tool for making
reliable predictions for the future need of the item, both in
the initial provisioning of the ship and in the allowance list
requirements. This concept incorporates a feedback system as
actual demand materializes over time and thus gives a more ac-
curate picture to provisioners than previous means of estimat-
ing demand.
While the Experienced Demand Replacement Factors offer
a reliable technique for estimating the demand for established
stock list items, replacement factors for repair parts for n
equipments continue to be based primarily on judgment. Toward
i solution of this problem the Mean Family Replacement
F etors concept is being tested and studied at Inventory Control
4 6
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Points. Under this concept factors are developed for _es ??
. "sub-families" of items. These factors are then applJ
in dec: :>ns or:
.
bems based on the usage data of similar
,lar service under similar operating
__" Cjr ability " .red for? Lack of
>a:rce 1-rogrL.
Another project aimed at _. proving logistic support
procedures through usage 6.^'zo, colLeo-ion is the Ships Capabil-
ity Impaired for Lack of Part 3 Programo This program report-
ing ey—jem, developed by the Fleet Material Supply Office at
the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts* request, offers a means
for rapid identification and continuous analysis of material
deficiencies upon which corrective action can be initiated and
future support decisions can be based* After a trial ex-
periment using the Ships Capability Impaired for Lack of Parts
reporting procedures aboard a limited number of ships prov ~
successful, the Chief of Naval Operations extended its appli-
cation throughout the fleet in December 1S63» Its use is
restricted to a selected group of equipments considered to be
47
:.ugh, Lo S„j Bernstein- Gr. B«, and Hess, Ro ?.,
Application Development Division-, D. recessing Pie
As
i
tant Group 3 Alrand Report 42: Mean Family Replace
Fac
,
U.S. - Supply Depot, Mechanicsburg, Pa©,
... iSo4, pp* 1-6 «,
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of «he highest importance to overall fleet re^dir^oS,*3 *"Jrls
shnique is employee primarily for the surface missile s?
and is intended to permit r sngineering review at ;he




'-cant dof io_~n. .„ ^an bo pinpointed and allow-
ance lists can be revised accordingly.
' '•/.ant Pr
Just as the Ships Capability Imp :*ed for Lack of Parts
prog •-.. _s limited to a selected group of weapons systems of
prime importance, the High Value Item Management Program is
.ted in scope also« o • .to that small group of items that
represent the Navy's largest expenditure. Currently the High
Value Management Program includes 2 P 400 items 5 but it is ex-
pected to expand to encompass the approximately 10 5 0C0 items
bhat account for only one per cent of the total stock numbered
items in the Navy supply system but for more than 40 per cent
; of the total Navy inventory inve The Pligh Value Item
,
Management Program is designed to apply precise , intensive
management control over this small number of sel^st^d aaemoo
The objective of this specialized lagement attention is to
achieve inventory economies without impairing combat r< iness.
c
. . Breit, Lieu - Supply Corps,
IP Reports Aboard ' ttj usine
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An integral and unique part of the program is the High Value
I .on Asset Control which is designed to provide the asset
location records by activity and the transaction reporting of
ies and receipt of controlled items# Items are assigned
to High Value Item Asset Control ^y inventory managers for
world-wide asset control. Specialized requisitioning and ma-
1 /turn-in documentation procedures are used to ensure
positive transaction reporting and a closed audit trail.
Military E-- - y Through Readings:
Inooco ;rom
A program what offers a '.rider scope of application to
insure operational -^..ainess is the Military Essentiality
Through Readiness Indices (T.ETRI) Program, which is being de-
veloped by the staff of Clark, Cooper, Field, and Wohl, Inc.
in cooperation with the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts© The
jRI system is a moans of expressing, in numerical form, the
degree of capability of a military unit to perform its mission
or missions • The underlying approach of the METRI technology
is the construction of an engineering model which represents
the force unit, or ship, in every possible depth and scope of
operations a All elements of the force unit—both men and
machines—are linked together to show their proper functional
relation ' g in oerformin^ cof-noa tooks The model of the
Lent of iu of Suppl
'. :-l uo Item
• of G 3l Coco It!-.-.
,,
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ship relate 1 . ivi »ts to the functioning of uhe ap-
j of uhc comj to
if t! functioning of equipments,
ss no sys'oe
—
if until 'ji.'j.c functioning o_
.p as an entity is i—scribed. Thus, by considering the
functional interactions of the various elements, and by more
groupings of parts or uni
.
the functioning of the ship
be related to the most detailed part of the lip. The contri-
bution of each basic element to the next highest sjl - is
expressed numerically a_ the difference between the readiness
with and without the element. The evaluation of these rela-
tionships provide the basis for the METRI system to define
. compute essentiality. The output is a readiness index --
military capability measured in universally understood terms
52
on a to 1 scale© As a measure of performance of equipment,
the readiness index considers design characteristics,, failure
probability
.
military worth, and the necessary level of re-
pair parts back-up
o
The proposec rRI system is flexible in that the ~odei
can be limited in depth and scope to satisfy interim reporting
requirements of significance to various levels of deciaic
making. Yet it is versatile enough to go into complete detail
it of -. *vy, Bureau of Supplies ana
Accov ?!' ; .: ! - of llilitcry Readinc „ 1964,
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-Tor' each individual unit or- combinations of units or combina-
tions of military forces. 3
The METRI model is essentially an equation, in both
graphic and mathematical for-:.:, that predicts the expected
readiness of a ship based on the reliability of the parts
m king up the ship and their importance to the overall mission.
3 mode,l, therefore, could be used not only to produce an
allowance list but also to measure che expected readiness that
could be achieved by any proposed allowance list. The appli-
cation cf the METRI technique in the formulation of an allow-
ance list has been studied by creating several allowance * ts
for the USS Ellison JDD-864 and simulating the ship's opera-
tions v/ith each of these alternative lists aboard. Evaluations
of the tests indicated that the METRI list, which explicitly
considers reliability of spares in combination, their impor-
tance to the ship's mission* and their cost, provides much
higher readiness for a given amount of dollars spent than any
of the other lists analyzed. ^ However., the I'.laJRI program is
still in the research and development phase, and there are no
scheduled plans at present for applying its use throughout
the Fleet.
Department of the Xavy, Bureau of Supplies and
-\.\ ffice of Assistant f for Re.. h and Devel.
?i!ot Program ?epo:'-::
„
3-1 ±, p. 2.
ant of che Navy, E u of Supplies and
M TRI .--eject Office, A hecc rt ca : __ c of
.
'
""_c::ance I:' ' "elicits, July T", T96A] p. S.
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The programs and procedures being developed toward the
fori tion of improved allowance decisions are almost as
numeroi; as the criticisms of the present system© Each pro-
,t has -as merits, but some are limited in scope 3 and others
are still far from being perfected or implemented into the
Fleet supply system. But the problem of insuring material
read ss for the Fleet ear. not wait for a perfect solution,
_ere must be a best possible overall means for devising
allowance requirements today.

TEE FUTURE I IS FOR ALLOWANCE
list decisions
. ... allowance list can not realistically be expected
to provide a ship with supply effectiveness of 100 per- ^ont a
h a goal would not; be practical ^ince this would mean
intenance of uneconomical lcv^!_ of inventories aboard sh:
in ore r to fill immediately every possible r~c.uirs:tont*. 'Iho
ideal standard is something slightly less than IOC per cent,
depending upon such factors os the nature of the item, the
mission supported, the location of external supply*, and the
ability of the supply system to respond to erratic demands*
The Chief of Naval Operations has stated that ship-
board allowance should provide an effectiveness (filling of
demand on board for demand-based items) of 90 per cent for SO
days,, In theory, the COSAL does this; in fact, it does not*
'. hen 50 per cent of the parts required on board are not in-
cluded in the allowance list or carried on board; the allow-




Need for Improved Usage Data and
Related Measurements
The COSAL Itself is based on sound principles, and the
overall criteria for authorizing shipboard allowances on com-
bat consumption rates should produce effective and efficient
allowance lists. However, as previously stated, allowance
lists ar£ the results of thousands of judgments made by hun-
dreds of individuals. Numerous reporting procedures and
methods have been devised to aid these individuals in their
Judgments, but the date available in the past for the provi-
sioners and inventory managers has not provided the complete,
accurate, and timely basis needed for sound allowance require-
ments decisions. Studies of the Fleet's supply support have
indicated that the basis for making allowance decisions should
be sufficiently comprehensive to allow for the following
capabilities:
1* The Navy must be able to ascertain the contribution
of parts, components, sub-systems and systems to
specific missions, and the consequences of material
shortages must be measurable in terms of degradation
of performance.
2. Inventory managers must be able to identify areas
requiring corrective action, including the range and
depth of inventories aboard ship as well as delays
in system processing and delivery times for items
not carried aboard ship.
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3. The degree of materiel readiness must be measurable
in relation to funding or budget requirements.
Budget presentations must correlate time, dollars,
and readiness, and these correlations should be used
55to support fund requests
•
These needed capabilities are not new requirements.
To varying extents they have existed since the need for repair
parts aboard ship began,. But the discrepancies within the
allowance program have been magnified by the introduction of
more complex and more expensive equipment aboard ships and by
the increased requirement today for forces afloat to have the
capability of operating independently of logistic support for
extended periods of time.
Just as the problems and needs of the repair parts
support system are not new, the answers are not really new or
revolutionary. The COSAL has gone far in providing a standard,
mechanized form for the allowance list and in doing the neces-
sary detailed work of identifying items and parts of compo-
nents* It establishes the framework for insuring the Fleet
with outstanding material readiness. Before and after the
promulgation of the COSAL, many attempts have been made to
measure the military worth of individual parts required, to
set up techniques for authorizing allowances within the con-
straints of space and c->st, and to base authorizations on
55Auditor General of the Navy, Supply System Respon-
siveness to Fleet Requirements for Ships" Assemblies and R~epair




experienced usage or demand. For the most part, these attempts
have not been related. Although the COSAL is intended to be a
coordinated effort of the technical bureaus and supply manage-
ment, primarily the efforts for improvement have been segments
of other programs under the Various bureaus and not related to
the COSAL as a whole. The bureaus react to their respective
problems as they occur without incorporating the solutions,
where applicable, into the ship's allowance list. To be effec-
tive, allowance decisions must reflect the concentrated and
coordinated effort of the technical bureaus, the Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts, and the supply demand control points,
as well as close teamwork between the shore establishments and
the fleeto
A large collection of measurements and techniques re-
sults simply in an overwhelming jumble of numbers and codes
unless there is some common systematic method used for analysis
and interpretation. Heretofore, it has not been practical to
consider simultaneously all the technical, statistical, and
economical elements of the allowance list problem. The imple-
mentation of Uniform Automatic Data Processing, both ashore
and afloat, has now removed these restrictions on how large a
volume of data or how complex a program can be considered and
managed in a purposeful way. Mathematics in combination with
electronic calculating machines now make it possible and
prpcticpl to introduce many more influencing factors than ever
considered previously in the allowance decisions. Moreover,
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these factors can be considered in relation to each other, and
the COSAL can now become a truly coordinated document in every
sense.
Allowance lists should provide for the best possible
"mix" (range and depth) of repair parts aboard a ship. The
possible mixes and combinations of mixes are infinite. The
crux of the allowance list problem is to attain the right ag-
gregate of items based on combat usage conditions and yet es-
tablished within space and cost restraints. Then this allow-
ance must be supported and continuously reviewed and revised
to remain current under changing conditions*
An Integrated Tool for Improving
Allowance decisions
The answer to providing the best combination of repair
parts lies in the development of the Navy Standard Maintenance
and Material Management Program. Within this program exists
the overall tool that can act as the unifying element under
any conditions of change. Existing systems and techniques under
present development can be incorporated into this overall pro-
gram, and a concentrated effort could make the Maintenance and
Material Management plan the Navy way.
Complete implementation of the Maintenance and Material
Management program represents a tremendous undertaking. It
will require time and the painstaking, cooperative efforts of
t),*i Supply and technical bureaus end the Inventory ednttfol
polntn, as well ao the type commanders and the shipboard
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personnel. Through its establishment, however, the operating
forces will ultimately be able to plan and control maintenance
with such added effectiveness that the material and financial
resources necessary to achieve operational readiness can be
more accurately calculated, justified, and acquired*
The development of the Maintenance Data Collection
System will provide a uniform method for the accumulation, re-
cording, control, reporting, utilization and feedback of data
and summarized information on the use of repair parts. This
data, in turn, can have the capability to serve the material
management at the various command levels, afloat and ashore.
Under the Maintenance Material Management concept, in-
formation involving maintenance and use of materials would
originate at the shipboard level, go to a data bank for pro-
cessing and from there to a common Maintenance Data Center.
Reporting procedures will follow as simplified a form as pos-
sible with all unnecessary repetition and coding eliminated.
Information provided through these uniform reports will be
complete and accurate and kept up to date to reflect the most
current usage and any changes in requirements. The reports
will be standardized throughout the Navy and will be adaptable
to machine processing.
Although the implementation of the Maintenance Data
Collection System might cause a temporary increase in the
amount of administrative paperwork aboard ships, eventually
the paperwork load aboard ships would be reduced. This
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reduction would occur through simplification or replacement
of current maintenance-related reports and forms. Moreover,
under the Maintenance Data Collection system queries regarding
maintenance or material usage would no longer be directed to
the ship but to the Collection Center,
Prom this Maintenance Data Collection Center the allow-
ance-making activities will have available to them the most
current data possible reflecting the actual demand and usage
of repair parts aboard ships. On the basis of the Maintenance
and Material Management item usage data, Uniform Automatic
Data Processing for Inventory Control Points will be able to
standardize the range and depth, determinations of items to be
carried in the COSAL.
In addition to providing more accurate, more complete,
and more timely data, the information resulting from the Main-
tenance and Material Management program will include measure-
ments for military essentiality of items carried on shipboard
inventories. Such a measurement is necessary for allowance
decisions to reflect an overall view of the relationship between
item and mission. Replacement factors, high value control,
Ships Capability Impaired for Lack of Parts, Material Require-
ments Usage List, and Military Essentiality Through Readiness
Indices will all have an influence on the techniques used
within the Maintenance and Material Management Program. These
processes will most likely become related to the total program
and be included in the unified reporting procedures, rather
than remaining identified to separate programs.
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Although the data provided through the Maintenance Data
Collection system csn not always reflect actual combat usage
consumption, there exists in its electronic data processing
system the capability to project the present usage factors into
probable combat situations and to analyze and determine the
needs under such conditions. Our present issue data is to an
increasing extent on new components, tried only in peacetime
experience, and does not provide valid criteria for stocking
combat consumption requirements. Where excesses in allowances
on insurance or slow turnover items might exist under peace-
time conditions, these excesses might become necessities in
wartime or in any extended operations. The deficiencies in
allowances, while serious in peacetime, would become critical
under combat conditions.
With its use of automatic data processing, the Main-
tenance and Material Management Program offers the first truly
coordinated means for basing allowance lists decisions on
thorough and comprehensive analyses of usage data and a uniform
means for keeping these lists current under changing conditions,
However, simply knowing what should be Included in the allow-
ance list is not sufficient to insure Fleet readiness if the
ship does not have enough funds to acquire the authorized
stock.
For Fleet purposes It would be far more effective to
evaluate material readiness by combat essentiality standards
of measurements, but under the present funding system the
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commanding officer of each ship must evaluate his needs by
available dollars o Casualty reports show that about one
fifth of the units in the Seventh Fleet have impaired capa-
bility due to lack of repair parts, and the indications are
that this lack is the result of insufficient funds to provide
the parts needed to maintain existing equipment. It is be-
lieved that one of the reasons for this insufficient funding
has been the lack of authoritative and quantitative data upon
57
which to base funding requests.
Within the Maintenance and Material Management program
lies the means to establish a Navy-wide system for the needed
quantitative measurement of material operability. Based on
such a measure, comparisons of the cost of units ineffective
for lack of parts with the cost of repair parts inventories
might offer the means of gaining recognition of the relative
58importance of repair parts in the overall Navy budget.
Without a uniform system for quantifying the material combat
needs of the Fleet, there may continue to be difficulties in
justifying the Navy's Operations and Maintenance Budget; and
56
Department of the Navy, Commander Cruiser-Destroyer
Flotilla Nine, Letter FD9 100/bh-7000 to Secretary of the
Navy (Subject: Adequacy of Financing Fleet Material Readi-
ness), March 9, 1964, p. 3.
57Department of the Navy, Commander Seventh Fleet,
T-tter FF/7/EGC to Secretary of the Navy (Subject: Adequacy
of Financing Fleet Material Readiness), April 4, 1964, p. l-2
CO
Lot Knsey, Vice Admiral, U.S. Navy, Deputy Chief of
Naval Operations (Logistic* ) , "A Discussion of Certain Aspects
" 'oach to Measuring Material Readiness in the Fleet,"
rch, 1964, p. 31.
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without sufficient funds ships may continue to have impaired
capabilities due to a lack of needed repair parts. Assignment
of actual dollar value has not yet been incorporated into the
Maintenance and Material Management program, but quite probably
before the system is completely established, such a measure
will be included.
Conclusion
The requirements for repair parts have changed consider-
ably since the first spare parts were placed aboard naval ves-
sels o This everchanging environment for repair parts has made
constantly changing demands on the development of the allowance
list. The Coordinated Shipboard Allowance List, as first
established in 1956, has been tried, tested, and proved to be
both strong and weak. The Navy's top management is aware of
the need for an effective allowance list, and as a result of
this awareness and concern the overall picture for the future
of the COSAL has become an optimistic one. Once the Maintenance
and Material Management program is fully implemented, as pres-
ently scheduled for 1966, and its usage data becomes available,
management at sea and ashore will have the ability to measure
conditions on a continuing basis and to identify those areas
where additional effort and resources are requiredo
All available resources and efforts should be concen-
trated on further development and immediate implementation of
the Maintenance and Material Management program. Research ef-
forts should continue to be directed toward further refinement
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of the Military Essentiality Through Readiness Indices technique
and incorporation of this technique, as well as a quantitative
measurement, within the Maintenance and Material Management
programo A high degree of material readiness can be achieved
through an orderly, well planned work program adequately sup-
ported by repair parts and materials. The Maintenance and
Material Management plan is aimed at providing such a situation.
Under these conditions the COSAL, based on the full knowledge
of maintenance and repair resources and fully funded, can and
will provide the Fleet with the necessary shipboard resources
to insure a high state of material and combat readiness*
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